Correlations between activity of pallidal neurons and motor parameters.
The relationships between the activity of 87 pallidal neurons and parameters characterizing motor performance were analysed quantitatively in six unrestrained cats performing a forelimb flexion movement controlled by a reaction-time paradigm. Three motor variables were considered: the static force exerted when the trigger stimulus occurred, the latency of the force change initiating the liver-release movement and the velocity of the force change. For all the cats, the latency of the change in force was the prevalent parameter in determining the movement onset occurrence. The single-unit activity was quantified on a trial-by-trial basis by measuring the mean firing rate in windows of fixed duration. Both normal (total) and partial linear correlation coefficients were used. Partial correlation coefficients were calculated between the mean firing rate during selected windows and each of the motor parameters. A total of 17% and 9% of all partial correlation coefficients tested (n = 1566) was found to be significantly different from zero, respectively with p < 0.05 and p < 0.01. The mean percentages of explained variation, measured by the square of the correlation coefficient, were 17% (p < 0.05) and 21% (p < 0.01). The 46 pallidal neurons presenting an increase in discharge after the trigger stimulus could be classified in homogeneous subgroups with respect to the signs of the correlations. Representations of the motor programme underlying reaction-time performance evidenced at the pallidal level further substantiate a specific involvement of the basal ganglia in the latency of motor triggering.